WYNSURE
ENROLLMENT
ACCELERATOR
The future of enrollment data
and user experience

Recent growth in voluntary benefits space has led to higher data volumes during enrollment peaks for group carriers.
Managing these peaks while consolidating key data from various enrollment platforms, and offering a consistent broker and
member experience is a real challenge. Working with benefits requires a functional skillset which helps you overcome such
challenges. There is a need to develop a holistic strategy while analyzing subtle environmental details and a proprietary
enrollment system is the perfect multifaceted solution to handle these challenges.

Recent growth in voluntary
benefits space has led to higher
data volumes during enrollment
peaks for group carriers.

Business Imperative and Market Challenges
“I wish our agents had some way to self-service and enter important
client information themselves.”
Sales Manager

Key Challenges

“I am worried about client’s overall experience during onboarding.”

Operations
Manager

“I don’t know where to start
improving my process.”

“I find it difficult to Manage huge data during
enrollment peaks.”

“I wish to generate
meaningful information
from client data.”

“My team seems to be entering the same
data over and over again, and making errors
as they do. How do I check their efficiency.”

• Managing the
enrollment peaks
• Consolidation of data
from multiple
enrollment platforms
• Offering a consistent
broker and member
experience

“I need flexibility to accommodate exceptions during enrollment
process.”
Broker

“I often take more time than promised; client attrition is high.”

Introducing Enrollment Accelerator Solution
Wynsure Enrollment Accelerator is a data-driven and intelligent front office solution for carriers. The Enrollment Accelerator
solution for carriers ensures enrollment data quality, creates a seamless digital experience, and offers a personalized and
self-service driven user experience for its stakeholders.
Wynsure Enrollment Accelerator solution processes enrollment data from multiple enrollment platforms and other relevant
internal and external data sources to increase enrollment efficiency. Through analytics capabilities of the solution, this
enrollment data provides actionable insights that are presented to enrollment operations managers (carrier), brokers, benefit
administrators (employer customers) and individual members in the context of their respective enrollment journeys and offer a
unique user experience.
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Features & Benefits
The data management and insights provided by Wynsure Enrollment Accelerator Solution leads to an efficient enrollment
process. The improved efficiency reduces revenue leakage, resulting in faster enrollment cycles and a seamless user experience.
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About Wyde

An Mphasis Group Company
Wyde is a market leader in policy administration software & solutions for group life & supplemental insurance. We are the creator of Wynsure, a proven
software platform, at many of the leading insurance carriers in North America and Europe. We are headquartered in Bloomington, Minnesota, USA, with offices
in Canada and a modern Research & Development center in Paris, France. Wynsure is a multi-language, multi-currency, easily configurable software product
that offers end to end business solutions in hosted & cloud environments for the Group Benefits market. More information is available at www.wyde.com

About Mphasis
Mphasis enables customers to reimagine their digital future by applying a unique formula of integrated cloud and cognitive technology. Mphasis
X2C2 formula for success, (shift anything to cloud and power everything with cognitive), drives five dimensions of business value with an integrated
consumer-centric Front to Back Digital Transformation, enabling Business Operations and Technology Transformation. Mphasis applies advancements
in cognitive and cloud to traditional application and infrastructure services to bring much needed efficiency and cost effectiveness. Mphasis’ core
reference architectures and tools, combined with domain expertise and hyper specialization are the foundation for building strong relationships with
marquee customers.
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For more information, log on to
www.wyde.com
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